[The analysis method of the Hilbert spectrum entropy of dividing frequency range for signals of heart rate variability].
The signal analysis of heart rate variability (HRV) has been very significant for heart disease of aided diagnosis, monitoring and evaluation. We proposed a new method of HRV signal analysis based on the Hilbert spectrum entropy dividing frequency range. According to Hilbert spectrum characteristics of the multi-resolution and the characteristic of HRV signal frequency spectrum, the Hilbert time-frequency spectrum entropy of HRV signal in different frequency range and the full frequency Hilbert time-frequency spectrum entropy with weighting factor were calculated. This approach was analyzed after the appropriate separation for various physiological factors based on the frequency range and it is more conducive to reflect the physiological and the pathological characteristics. Applying the new approach to the actual HRV signal of the MIT-BIH standard database, we obtained the results which showed that this method could effectively differentiate from the sample group for the young, the elder and the patients with atrial fibrillation, and for the sample group for the healthy persons and CHF patients, the performance in statistical analysis was superior to those of the general time-frequency entropy method. The approach could provide an effective analysis method for clinical HRV signal.